INTRODUCTION
The family of locally testable languages plays a key rôle in the study of star-free languages. It is defined as follows: The membership of a word w in a language L is uniquely determined by the prefix of length k -l of w, the suffix of length fc -1 of w, and the set of all segments of length k appearing in w, where k ^ 1 is an integer depending on L. The syntactic semigroup S that corresponds to a locally testable language L satisfies the condition that for each idempotent e e S, the monoid eSe is idempotent and commutative. Conversely if S is the syntatic semigroup of L and S is finite and satisfies the above-mentioned conditions on e S e, then L is locally testable. The proof of this last statement is quite difficult. One of the key steps in this proof is a theorem on graphs. This theorem, due to Simon, appeared originally in [2] , though it was not formulated as a separate result on graphs. The treatment of the theorem as a theorem on directed graphs is due to Eilenberg [3] . The theorem involves a congruence 1 ~ that corresponds to k = 1 in the test described above. More precisely, the prefix and suffix are not tested (since fc -1 =0), and only segments of length one (i. e. letters) are considered.
The next family in the hierarchy of languages of depth one [1] , after the locally testable family, is that of bi-locally testable languages. Membership of a word w in a bi-locally testable language is determined by the prefix and suffix of length fc -1 of w, and by the set of ordered pairs of segments of length k that appear in w. The characterization of syntactic semigroups of bi-locally testable languages is due to Knast [4] , and uses the theorem on graphs presented in this paper as one of the basic steps. The theorem involves the congruence 2~ that again corresponds to fc = l. This time, however, ordered pairs of letters are used.
THE MAIN THEOREM
We first briefly recall Eilenberg's notation for graphs [3] . A directed graph G consists of two possibly infinité sets V (vertices) and E (edges) along with two functions: ot, ©:E->7.
If e is an edge, e a and e co are the initial and final vertices of e. Two edges e 1 and e 2 are consécutive iff e 2 a = e 1 <Xi. Let £ + (£*) be the free semigroup (free monoid) generated by £, and let C <=E 2 be the set of words e x e 2 such that e 1 and e 2 are non-consecutive. The set of (non-empty) paths of G is then:
If p -e 1 . . . e n is a path, define /?oc = e 1 a and p(ù = e n (ù. We define the following congruence on £*. Given x, y e E*:
If p is a path of length >0, then px and px 2 are defined as above. If p -l v for some v e V then /? x =/? x 2 = 0. THÉORÈME Let ~ be the smallest congruence on P satisfying:
for all p, q, r, 5, z l9 z 2 , z, z'eP such that:
then for any two coterminal paths x and y the conditions x~y and x 2~ y are equivalent.
The proof of this result is the subject of the rest of this paper. Before proceeding with the proof we make the following comments. The congruence 2~ involves testing the set wx 2 of pairs of letters appearing in a word w (or the set wx in case wx 2 = 0, i. e. \w\ ^1), and is defined on £*. The theorem states that the équivalence of any two coterminal paths with respect to 2 c an always be demonstrated by coterminal path transformations of the form (1). It is easily verified that:
The converse of (2) constitutes the problem. Rule (1) is quite complex as compared to the rules in Simon's theorem, where the rules corresponding to (1) are: for any two coterminal loops x and y. We were unable to simplify Rule (1) or to replace it by a set of equivalent or weaker rules. The graph of Figure 1 provides an example of the difficulty involved. Consider the coterminal paths: In a number of cases Rule (1) dégénérâtes to considerably simpler rules. It will be convenient to identify them distinctly, even though they are covered by (1) . If zx, z'% c z x xC\z 2 i then:
( 1 c)
SINGULARITIES
Let A be a finite alphabet and xe^4*. Since xx 2 =^x 2 , c must occur exactly once in x l5 to satisfy these conditions and the condition that c is a singular letter of x. But this contradicts the assumption that x 0 ax x bx 2 is proper. PROPOSITION 
ALIGNMENT OF SINGULARITIES
We introducé the following notation to reduce the number of cases that have to be considered. Let: uawbv represent the usual word uawbv, with a, beA, or the word uav. The latter case occurs when w-1 and a -b. Frequently it is possible to handle both cases by the same arguments, and this notation permits this. Proof: Suppose (a, b) in y is not proper. By Proposition \{d) y t has no singular letters; hence it must have at least one singular pair. Suppose it has two proper occurrences of singular pairs. By Proposition 2 they do not overlap, so y has the form:
where (c, d) and (e, f) are the two proper occurrences. Now (d, e)eyx 2 (iii) Suppose y is as above, but the occurrence of (a, b) is not proper, Then, by Proposition 3: 
where (a, b) is proper, (c, d) is inner and either a^c or b^d ox both.
1: a^c 9 b = d
We have the following factorizations:
Let u=y l0 cy ll by 2 , so that y=y o au where a is rightmost. Then a$ux and (x 02 a)x 4: ux. However, (x 02 a)x<=jyx because x 2~j implies xx=jx. Therefore there must exist precisely one suffix w = ey 02 au of y such that (x 02 a)x <= wx but (x 02 a)x <£ (y n2 au)x, where y O2 a dénotes y 02 a when e/a and y n ?,q= 1, when e = a. Note that g^(y 02 at<)x and also that e must be a letter of x 02 a; let x 02 a = x' 02 exQ 2 a, where e$XQ 2 x. Then:
Consider the loop h = ey O2 ay lo cx' O2 . We claim that this loop can be inserted after y 0l in y by using Rule (la). For we have (ey n7 ay^c)x cwxby the définition of w above. Also X' 02 T C (x 02 a)x CWT. Thus hcwT.
Next we must verify that hx a y 0l x. By construction e is rightmost in y. Thus ƒ e (cxó 2 ) x implies (ƒ, e)exx 2 which has the desired form. We can also write: In all cases of (iii) we can transform y into y' in such a way that the proper singularities of y' are the same as those of y except that (c, d) has been replaced by (a, b) . Now consider two words x, yeA* such that 
SEGMENTS BETWEEN SINGULARITIES
Refer to the factorizations of x and y above that show all the proper singularities. In this section we will show that the segments y t between proper singularities can be replaced by the segments x t by using only Rule (1). The main resuit here is Lemma 2, but we need several preliminary results first. Proof: If x has no proper singularities then x 2 = x and y 2 = y and the claims easily follow. If x has exactly one singularity then either iq -l, x 2 =x 0i x 3 = s 1 x 1 or x 1 =x o s 1 , x 2 = x l5 and x 3 = l. In the first case Ji = l, y 2 -y' 0 and y 3 = s l y v Again the claim is easily verified here, and the second case is symmetrie. The gênerai case follows easily with the aid of Proposition 1 (c). Proof: Since a appears in x 2 and x 2 has no singularities of x, we have (a, a)exx 2 . Because a$(x i x 21 )x, we must have ae(x 22 x 3 )x. Also eex 21 x implies (e, a)ex 2 x 2 . Since x 2 has no singularities of x, we have (a, e)exx 2 and ee(x 22 x 3 )x. Thus (x 21 a)x c (x 22 x 3 )x. Lèt x, yeA* be such that xx=jx and let B be a given subset of xx. Let x and y be préfixes of x and y respectively. The pair (x, y) is called a B-pair iff:
x x-y x 3 B.
Let P B (x, y) be the set of all B-pairs of x and y. This set is nonempty since (x, y)eP B (x, y). Define the binary relation ^ on P B (x, y) by: y^ iff |x x | ^ |x 2 | and |^| ^ \y 2 \.
One vérifies that ^ is a partial order on P B (x, y).
PROPOSITION 8: P B (x, y) has a unique minimal element with respect to ^.
Proof: Because P is finite it suffices to show that for all Pi = (x l9 jj p 2 = (x 2 , y 2 ) in P B (x, y) there exists p = {x, y)eP B (x, y) We assume that the lemma holds for all cases where |x 2 j + \y 2 \ ^k. Suppose now that |x 2 -f |j 2 | =fc + l. The proof will be decomposed into several cases. 
We consider next two subcases. In other words we take the rightmost appearances of d in ƒ and c in g. We now have the factorizations illustrated in Figure 2 . Of necessity, the figure shows a particular case and should only be used as a visual aid.
We will deal with the factorization:
where x / 1 =x 1 x 21 ƒ x 2 = s 22 , x' 3 = x 3 . We begin with:
and we will show that y ~ y' where:
where y' 1 -y 1 x 2l ƒ ^ = ^2*22» anc * y*=y$-T^e P r oof is given in Lemma 3 below. Assuming this result we next show that all the conditions of Lemma 2 apply to (21) and (22).
First, x 2 =s 22 is a proper factor of x 2 and y 2 = v 2 dt 22 is a proper factor of y 2 . Hence x 2 and y 2 contain no singularities of x. Second, x 2 Since the induction step goes through in all cases, the lemma holds. LEMME 3: Let x, y 9 and y' be defined as in the proof of Lemma 2. Then y~y'-Proof: (à) We first show that the graph consisting of the edges in C = ƒ x U g x. is strongly connected. Since the node b © is connected to a a = ƒ a by the path t u all the nodes in the path as x b are connected to /ot. Let s 21 = s' 2l S2 l where 5^ is the longest prefix of s 21 that is connected to ƒ a. Similarly, atü is connected to ba=ga by s v Let t 2 i =t 2i *2i where t 21 is the longest prefix of t 21 connected to ^a (see Fig. 3 ). 
